
Commentary 
by GROMATICUS 

Annus mirabilis 
THE WEATHER this summer may have been 
nothing to write home about, but the archaeology 
has been outstanding. In the City, there are five 
major excavations running concurrently - just east 
of the Roman basilica and forum, at the Roman 
Governor's Palace, the Huggin Hill bath house, a 
site in the Fleet valley and the last surviving major 
waterfront site. Each is equivalent in size and 
importance to the Billingsgate excavation of 1982, 
the forum excavation of 1985 or the amphitheatre 
excavation of 1988. 

Outside the City, activity is equally intense and 
possibly more diverse. More of the elusive pre- 
history of London is emerging. with early bronze age 
plough-marks at Phoenix Wharf, Bermondsey, a late 
bronze age settlement at Mayfield Farm, East 
Bedfont, further finds of late palaeolithic occupation 
at Uxbridge, and the discovery of a new neolithicl 
bronze age site at Beddington. Later periods are 
well represented too, with Roman cemeteries on the 
eastern fringes of the City, a unique timber Roman 
warehouse in Southwark, a Saxon waterfront at 
York Buildings off the Strand, important medieval 
residences at Hays Wharf and further finds of 
medieval waterfronts in Kingston and Southwark. 

Another notable feature of the year is the level of 
press coverage. There are frequent reports on The 
Times and The  Independent, and some sites have 
made headlines in other papers. There was even an 
adjournment debate on Southwark (Archaeological 
Heritage) in the House of Commons on 24 June, 
initiated by the local MP. Simon Hughes. All this 
publicity can only be for the good, both for 
archaeology and for London. Each discovery 
broadens our horizons and sets our lives as 
Londoners in a fuller context. 

Paradoxically. all this activity and the high level of 
press coverage causes us problems at the LA. The 
issue we are debating is the extent to which we 
should attempt to cover such excavations as news 
items. All excavations in London are reported in the 
annual Excavation Round-up;  the question is 
whether the more important sites should be reported 
sooner, as a matter of news rather than permanent 
record. My view is that as a quarterly magazine we 
cannot compete with the daily press in providing 
up-to-the-minute news, and there is little point in 
telling readers what they have already read in their 
daily papers. A contrary view, however, is that (i) 

newspapers are even more ephemeral than the LA, 
and readers would like to retain the information on 
current discoveries in a more permanent form, and 
(ii) readers don't always believe what they read in 
the papers; a report in the LA would be more 
authoritative. Therefore there is a need for a regular 
feature of news from the main teams excavating in 
London. This could be done (provided the teams 
agree to supply the information, but that should not 
be a problem), but it really would be useful to know 
if this is what readers want. so please let me have 
your views. 

It is coincidence that this upsurge in excavation 
marks the 20th anniversary of the LA. This issue is 
our 80th and my 50th. During these 20 years the 
design of the magazine has remained basically the 
same, although there have been changes in some 
details. We feel it is time now to bring our design up 
to date, using new type-faces and other aspects of 
production not available 20 years ago. There will be 
no radical changes - we have rejected the idea of an 
A4 format, for example, and we cannot afford 
colour - but the next issue will have a distinctly 'new' 
look which wc hopc will makc it casicr to rcad. Onc 
area where improvement is possible is in the 
illustrations. Until now we have accepted drawings, 
etc., 'as they come' (occasionally re-drawing or 
changing their layout) but now we intend to offer 
authors more positive advice on how to present their 
visual material, and to work towards developing a 
house style. As I am no expert in this field, David 
Bentley of the DUA has kindly been advising us, 
and we hope to have a new Guidelines ,for authors 
available soon. Do ask for one if you intend to write 
an article for us. 

Apology 
IN THE article on the moated manor house at 
Rotherhithe (LA 5, no. 15, 395-401), the author 
referred to a document in the John Harvard Library, 
and to help he had been given by staff of that library. 
In both cases the reference should have been to the 
Southwark Local Studies Library. Although the two 
libraries share the same building (211 Borough High 
Street, SE1 lJA),  they are quite distinct, with 
separate entrances and opening hours. We apologise 
for any confusion we may have caused. 

Index 
AN INDEX to Volume 5 is being prepared and will 
be circulated to subscribers with a future issue. 


